Abstract

Since software development team members have been more geographically spread due to the globalization of business and Internet technologies, the management of deliverables and communication efforts for developing high-quality software products on time is becoming more complicated. Among the functional requirements for collaborative software development management, the manipulation of shared information objects is essential for the collaborative work among distributed development team members. This paper proposes an integrated information object management framework comprised of a so-called BOC (Bill Of Class) scheme and a standardized software part dictionary for managing shared information objects efficiently among distributed co-workers. In order to manage these complex information objects, the proposed framework adopt product structures represented by Bills Of Materials (BOM) as stems for integrating the various information objects. Based on the proposed framework, a collaborative software development management system (CSDMS) is implemented, and the functionalities and the structure of the system are also described in this paper. The proposed system provides sufficient functionalities for the change management of information objects and the management of their relationship to other objects rather than existing system.
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1. Introduction

Most enterprises are struggling to change their existing business processes into agile, product-centric, and customer-centric structures to survive in this competitive global business environment. This is no exception in the software industry. Currently, since software development team members have been more geographically spread due to the globalization of business and Internet technologies, project management and communication efforts for developing high-quality software products on time are becoming more complicated.

A general software development process can be described as follows: a software enterprise organizes qualified people into a project team for developing a specific software product. During the process execution, team members collaborate with each other toward common goals. After all, a project team produces a software product, which is the goal of any project itself. In cases of distributed development, more managerial difficulties arise than with general software development because the group work is distributed across space and time. These cases require more efficient collaborative work to bring the efforts of all co-workers together in order to develop a software product. So there is a great need to establish a collaborative software development management environment, where collaboration and communication among distributed team members can be carried out effectively. This would enable software enterprises to team-up with their distributed team members to develop more innovative software products at lower cost, and with reduced time to market.

The functional requirements for a collaborative software development management system (CSDMS) can be summarized as follows [4, 13]. 1) It must provide distributed team members with a shared or virtual workspace to coordinate various activities for collaborative work, as a co-located environment provides team members with face-to-face meeting facilities. 2) It must facilitate to create, store, distribute, and share information objects such as design documents, source code, and metadata associated with software objects produced during a software development life cycle. 3) It must provide process management functions to define and implement change processes and workflows based on business rules. 4) It must provide project management functions such as project scheduling, task allocation, and status monitoring.

Among these requirements, the systematic management of information objects produced during a software development life cycle is essential because distributed team members perform their tasks through the creation, access, update, use, and exchange of information objects such as documents and source code.

A layered functional architecture of the CSDMS focusing on information object management is depicted in [Figure 1]. It consists of three layers. The first is a communication support layer, where distributed team members can communicate with other participants for collaborative work synchronously or asynchronously. The second layer is composed of three modules, among which the information object management module is the core module, and is complemented by the project and the process management modules. The third, the system admin-
administration layer, provides common system-level administration functions such as user authorization/access control, security control, and storage management.

![Layered Functional Architecture of CSDMS](image)

To develop an integrated and full-fledged system that can facilitate the manipulation of shared artifacts among distributed team members, such as that depicted in [Figure 1], it is essential to establish a framework for systematically managing the various information objects produced during the software development process.

Conventional manufacturing industries have used product data management systems to manage vast numbers of information objects for developing their complex products during the product development phase, which include product structures, drawings, technical notes or calculations, etc. In order to manage these complex information objects, current product data management systems employ product structures represented by Bills Of Materials (BOM) as stems for integrating the various information objects. As an example, [5] introduced a BOM model that can represent product configurations, assembly structures, different product views, and even engineering changes in a coherent way.

Since the BOM in the manufacturing industry is used as the fundamental scheme that integrates various product-related information into a single coherent structure, and many critical decisions are made based on how the BOM is structured [7], an integrating scheme like the BOM is also needed in software product development. Furthermore, efficient ‘software part’ management is also required to increase software development productivity by avoiding redundancies and duplications through standardization. The aim of this paper is to propose an integrated information object management framework for collaborative object-oriented software development management, and to implement a CSDMS based on the proposed framework.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, related work is reviewed. Section 3 presents the concept of an integrated information object management framework comprised of a so-called BOC (Bill of Class) scheme, which is a BOM in the software industry, along with the software part dictionary concept. In Section 4, the design and implementation of a CSDMS based on the proposed framework is described. Finally, the last section contains a conclusion and further research.

2. Related Work

The research on collaborative software development management is closely related to other disciplines such as project management, workflow management, CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative Work), software process model, and
software configuration management. Among research of workflow systems and software process models, Endeavors [3], an open, distributed, extensible process execution environment, was designed to improve coordination and managerial control of development teams. Its architecture explicitly supports the goal of the distribution of users and processes, and provides rich support for integration with commercial off-the-shelf tools. Endeavors supports dynamic process changes over configurable enactment models, has an event monitoring structure, and has integrated support for communication between participants. The SPADE [2] environment has much in common with Endeavors. It is based on a multi-level architecture having repository, process enactment, and user interaction levels, and provides process evolution support. These two systems have, however, insufficient functionalities for the change management of information objects and the management of their relationship to other objects.

The MILOS system [13] supports the dynamic coordination of distributed software development teams by integrating project planning and workflow technologies over the Internet. It provides functionalities such as process planning and workflow execution, and has a notification mechanism. MILOS places emphasis on the integration of project planning and workflow support. It achieves this integration by supporting Microsoft’s MS Project as a planning interface for the flexible workflow engine. Moreover, MILOS has extended its scope to knowledge management systems, where development teams share their experiences and knowledge [14]. However, this system also lacks the management function of information objects produced during the software development cycle.

Research on information object management in a distributed software development environment is actively being conducted in the software configuration management area [12]. Hoek [9], and [16] have addressed the integration of conventional configuration management with software process and project management functions over the Internet. Hunt [10] and Render [17] have proposed conflict resolution methods for concurrent changes on one information object by distributed team members, but this research has focused on only change control of information objects and change process execution. With regard to software object management, the DHT (Distributed semantic Hypertext) approach [15] has modeled the relationships of information objects based on the semantic hypertext model, and has implemented a virtual repository for information objects in a distributed environment. However, this approach has only focused on the configuration management features of software classes.

Among related research in the CSCW area, Appelt [1] has proposed a shared workspace system called BSCW (Basic Support for Cooperative Work), of which the core function is document management over the Internet. This research has addressed the effects of shared workspaces in globally distributed, loosely organized groups, and information about the users’ activities within their workspaces, i.e., awareness services. This research places great emphasis on the group awareness features, which provide information about what was done, when, and by whom, on document objects.

In order to develop a CSDMS satisfying the functional requirements described in Section 1,
it is also significant to investigate current commercially available tools for collaborative software development. Although project management tools like Microsoft’s MS Project provide the functionalities of scheduling, resource allocation, and leveling for project management, they don’t support the management of information objects produced during software development, and have few communication functionalities. Most traditional software configuration management tools place great emphasis on revision control of information objects. On the other hand, they have few functionalities for project and process management. General workflow systems such as IBM’s WebSphere MQ workflow [11], Fujitsu’s Teamware Flow [6], and Tibco’s Staffware Process Suite [18], focus on the workflow automation of pre-defined processes. However, these automation functions are not integrated with project management functions and provide no systematic information object management functions. Software enactment engines are more flexible than general workflow products in software development processes, and provide comprehensive integration facilities with other software development tools. They are, however, slightly more difficult to use compared with general workflow tools, and provide few communication functionalities. As reviewed above, currently available tools only partially satisfy the functional requirements for collaborative software development management.

3. Information Object Management Framework

The type of information objects that are created, updated, stored, and shared during software development processes are document, source code, and metadata associated with software artifacts themselves. An information object, which comprises or describes a software artifact is related to many information objects associated with that software artifact. Because relationships among information objects are becoming more complicated as a software development process proceeds, it is therefore difficult for team members to easily understand the meaning of the relationship among them. Since this situation increases the need for more communicative effort and consequently decreases development productivity, it is essential to establish a structuring scheme for managing information objects efficiently and systematically. Highsmith III [8] has pointed out the importance of providing contextual information as well as content information for collaboration among distributed team members. Since contextual information is represented by relationships among information objects such as hierarchy, reference, dependency, and derivation, any integrating scheme must be able to manipulate these complex relationships.

During the programming phase of software development, it is common for development team members use ‘software parts’ such as class name and database table/field name for assembling a software product without any restrictions. As a result, the situation frequently occurs that the same name is used for defining two or more different entities, or a single entity is defined by two or more different names. Since these practices decrease development and maintenance productivity, a standard way of using software parts is needed.
A proposed framework consists of a structuring scheme and a standardized software part dictionary for managing information objects for collaborative object-oriented software development.

3.1 BOC (Bill Of Class) Scheme

A BOC (Bill Of Class) is a fundamental scheme that integrates various software product-related information into a single, coherent structure. Its structure is as follows: one object-oriented software product (‘product’ class) is composed of one or more packages that bundle closely related software classes and one or more documents, as depicted in [Figure 2], by the form of a UML (Unified Modeling Language) class diagram. A ‘package’ class refers to one or more ‘document’ classes that describe it. This referencing is a horizontal relationship between two classes. A document class has major attributes such as an identifier, name, type, creation date, and version number. One package class is comprised of one or more software classes, and one ‘software class’ class consists of multiple ‘data’ classes, which are composed of multiple ‘unit-data’ classes representing atomic data names within a program source code. For example, the ‘Inventory Level’ data instance, which means the inventory level of a material, is an assembly of ‘Inventory’ unit-data instance and ‘Level’ unit-data instance. A ‘software class’ may have a parent or a child class, and has major attributes such as an identifier, name, creation date, and location. Data and unit-data classes are further generalized into ‘part’ super-class, having major attributes such as an identifier and name. ‘Product’, ‘package’, and ‘software class’ classes are also abstracted to ‘component’ super-class. Consequently, a software product structure has a hierarchical relationship among its component classes. This software product structure, as described above, is called a ‘BOC (Bill Of Class)’ in this paper.

[Figure 2] Logical Structure of BOC (Bill Of Class)

There are four types of relationships among software product information objects, and these relationships can be systematically managed based on the BOC scheme: 1) a hierarchical relationship representing a whole-part structure, 2) a referential relationship, where one class refers to other class horizontally, 3) a dependency relationship describing a parent-child structure, 4) a derivative relationship tracing a change history of single information object instance.

Therefore, by the BOC structure, distributed team members can easily understand the relationships among information objects, and thus can use the right information objects for their development tasks. The types of relationships
derived from the BOC structure are as follows:

- The software class-package relationship, which describes the where-used relation or the inverted structure of a software product.
- The super class-subclass relationship, which represents dependencies between parent and child classes.
- The document-software class relationship, which describes the hierarchical structure or inverted structure between software classes and the document in which they are described.
- The package-document relationship, which relates a package to document(s) describing that package.
- The derivative relationship, which describes the change history of a single information object represented by a version tree.

3.2 Software Part Dictionary

Logically, the structure of a software product could be represented by [Figure 2]. But the properties of the ‘part’ class are quite different from that of the ‘component’ class because the ‘software class’ cannot be assembled completely by using the ‘data’ class only at the program source code. Therefore, for the efficient management of information objects, it is necessary to divide logical BOC structures into two groups, and to manage each part by different methods. One group could be managed by a BOC scheme, which constitutes a hierarchical relationship of a software product (i.e., ‘product’ -> ‘package’ -> ‘software class’). The other, which forms a ‘unit-data’ -> ‘data’ relationship, could be managed by a standardized software part dictionary. A software part dictionary is an information repository for the standardized data used in writing a program source code. Under the part dictionary control environment, there is an explicit constraint that the ‘data’ instance used at a program source code must only be made of combinations of pre-defined atomic ‘unit-data.’ The resulting data instance comprised of pre-defined unit-data must be also pre-defined in a software part dictionary before the actual usage at a program source code. The usage of only standardized data during programming can increase software development and maintenance productivity substantially.

If each team member wants to use a specific data instance in his program source code, first of all he must determine whether a required data instance exists or not in the software part dictionary. If he finds required data, he can use pre-defined data without restriction. Or he must determine whether a required data instance could be assembled through some combination of pre-defined unit-data. If possible, after registering a data instance comprised of pre-defined unit-data to the part dictionary through the approval process, he can use this data instance in his program. If not, an atomic unit-data instance required for data assembly must be registered through the approval process before creating the necessary data instance. As well as registration of data and unit-data instance to the software part dictionary, a pre-defined approval process is required for all change events for information objects, such as modification and deletion during the development process. This approval process is managed by the information object change control function, which is a part of the process management of CSDMS.

The basic goals of developing the IOMAN (Information Object MANagement for collaborative software management) system based on the proposed integrated information object management framework are:

- To manage the contextual information as well as content information of software artifacts
- To provide project management and monitoring tools for distributed team members
- To manage workflows for the information objects change process
- To facilitate communication and coordination among geographically spread team members

To accomplish these goals, the structure of the IOMAN system is based on the layered architecture of the CSDMS, depicted in [Figure 1]. The main screens representing modules of the IOMAN system, except for the system administration module, are illustrated by [Figure 3].

[Figure 3] Main screens of IOMAN system
The project management module is divided into two parts. One part is for defining the process definition template required for a software development. The other part is for selecting an appropriate process definition among the predefined process templates for the execution of a specific development process, for modifying and determining the schedule and resource allocation for each process step, and for monitoring the project status. The process management module provides the capabilities of managing information object change workflows and administrative workflows. The information object change workflow is the approval process for the requested changes such as registration, modification, and deletion of various information objects. The implemented function for communication support in the IOMAN system is the bulletin board facility, where major events and information are posted to team members. By utilizing this facility, they can discuss and exchange opinions regarding any specific topic.

In the IOMAN system, a single shared workspace is allocated to one software project team, and only authorized project team members can access his team’s workspace. Because it is essential for distributed team members to access and participate in this shared workspace more easily, this system is designed in a web and Java-based 3-tier architecture, which enhances the interoperability, platform independency, and reusability. For this architecture, the user interface is developed by using JSP (Java Server Page) and Java applets, and the application logic is implemented by using Java classes and Java beans. The operating environment of the IOMAN system is as follows: Apache 1.3.19 for a web server, Tomcat 3.2 for a servlet engine, and MS SQL 2000 for the persistent data management.

As an illustrative example, we chose the information object management module, since it is a core module where various information objects for software artifacts are managed systematically by the BOC scheme and a software part dictionary. As depicted in [Figure 4], the information object management module is divided into four major functions: 1) component management, 2) BOC navigation, 3) relationship analysis, and 4) software part dictionary.

![Figure 4] Function Chart of Information Object Management Module

The component management function manages the central repository, where contextual information is stored as well as content information of information objects within software artifacts. The BOC navigation function provides the capability of graphical viewing and navigation of a BOC structure. [Figure 5] displays a typical BOC structure of a specific software product called ‘C3-Space’, where different icons distinguish product, document, package, and software class from each other, and a management document is also differentiated from a technical document by icon color.
The relationship analysis function displays the relationship information among the information objects graphically so that team members can understand with ease the impact of a proposed change of a software component upon the product structure. [Figure 6] displays the relationship analysis results of specific software product – the leftmost window displays the BOC of a software product (C-3 Space), at which the relationship of the shaded 'Bulletin_BoardDbHandler1.0' class is analyzed. The second window shows a class-document inverted structural relationship of a shaded item in the first window (i.e., Bulletin_BoardDbHandler 1.0). This relationship shows that the description of a specific software class, called Bulletin_BoardDbHandler1.0, can be found in documents represented as parts in a tree structure. The third window displays a class-package-product relationship of a shaded item in the second window. This relationship represents an inverted structural relationship (i.e., a where-used list) in a software product structure. This window shows that the Bulletin_BoardDbHandler1.0 class is included in a CoBulletin1.2 package, which in turn can be found at the product C3-IOMan1.0 and the product C3-IOMan1.0. Finally, the fourth window shows the version history of a shaded item in the third window (i.e., CoBulletin1.2 package). A version tree describes a derivative relationship (i.e., a change history) occurring within a single information object. In this example, the prior version of the CoBulletin 1.2 package is the CoBulletin 1.0, which is also re-versioned to the CoBulletin 1.1 that is further branched to the CoBulletin 1.1.1.

During the programming phase, at which distributed team members use the IOMAN system for collaborative software development, project team members have to use only the standardized data stored in the software part dictionary that manages data and unit-data. This restriction can increase the software development and maintenance productivity substantially by avoiding redundancies and duplications of data. There are many types of data managed in the software part dictionary such as class name, attribute name, method name, package name, database table name, and database table column name. [Figure 7] shows data and unit-data lists managed by the software part dictionary. As displayed in [Figure 7], data has attributes such as a name, Korean name, English name, data type, data length, originator, and description.
In the IOMAN system, since all information objects are stored at the central repository, the check-in task must be performed after an information object is created or modified. So only after the registration or change request is approved can it be checked-in as the newly released version. The check-out task is performed when information objects are requested for inquiry or modification by team members. In this case, the system checks whether this check-out is for simple use without a change or for use for a change. When the check-out for a change is requested, the system locks the requested object and prevents multiple team members from attempting to change this information object simultaneously. When a check-out for currently locked information object is requested, information such as current owner and check-out date is provided to the requester. This facilitates the task of coordination related to the locked information object between the object owner and the requester.

<Table 1> shows the functionalities of our collaborative software development management system compared to commercial systems in project management, workflow management, and configuration management fields. The proposed system covers most of functionalities required in software development life cycle as illustrated in <Table 1>.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Recently, since cases of distributed software development and component-based development are rapidly increasing, it is essential to provide a collaborative software development management environment for reducing development time and cost. During a development process, team members perform their tasks through the creation, access, update, use, and exchange of information objects such as document and source code. Because the relationships among

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>required functions</th>
<th>Project Management tool (MS project)</th>
<th>Configuration Management (Borland StarTeam)</th>
<th>Workflow system (IBM MQ workflow)</th>
<th>Proposed IOMAN system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication support</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information object management</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project management</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process management</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System administration</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
information objects are very complex, and the management of software development processes requires a multidisciplinary approach, the collaborative object-oriented software development management must be based on a coherent and integrated information object management framework. This paper proposes the BOC scheme, under which various information objects are structured systematically and relationship information among them such as hierarchy, reference, dependency, and derivation is managed effectively, as well as content information of information objects. Also proposed is the software part dictionary concept, which accelerates the standardization of data used during the programming phase. Under the software part dictionary, development and maintenance productivity can be increased substantially by avoiding redundancies and duplications of data. Lastly, the functionalities and structure of a collaborative software development management system is presented through the implementation of a CSDMS.

More research is, however, still needed in the IOMAN system to add new functionalities, and to improve current implemented functions. At present, team members participating in the IOMAN system have to register all metadata and relationship information about software objects manually. This is tedious and time-consuming, so it would be better if a part of this data were extracted from source code and stored to the repository automatically. For this function, it is necessary to integrate the system with commercial development tools. In the process management module, a new graphical process modeler is also needed rather than the current text-based process definition editor.

Finally, for facilitating collaborative work, communication functions among team members and awareness features must be extended and strengthened.
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